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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

As the front pushes off the coast of Texas this morning between 6-8 AM, high pressure ridging behind the front will increase 
winds to around 25 knots max across the region by Friday morning. Southeasterly winds are forecast to gradually shift to 
become northeasterly, which has already initiated. Later in the day today, wave heights will begin to increase up to rough 
heights by Friday morning throughout much of the Gulf. These impacts will occur earlier in the central and western Gulf, 
eventually reaching the eastern and deepwater regions, due to the motion of the frontal passage. As the front passes, some 
showers and thunderstorms are possible. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Following the front there is very little precipitation in the forecast for the next several days due to the high pressure in the
north. Conditions are expected to gradually weaken back to slight seas and moderate winds as we move into Saturday. Winds 
will slowly shift to an easterly flow as the high pressure to the north solidifies itself as the dominant feature across the region. 
Early next week there is another frontal passage in the forecast that may bring a significant wind shift to the region, as well as 
enhanced winds and seas.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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